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Introduction 
Customer and market expectations for more personalized products, 
deliveries, and services — as well as unanticipated events and supply chain 
disruptions such as COVID-19 — are driving change. In turn, change is 
creating opportunities for a company to transform how its operations stay 
aligned with its markets. Lean and other types of continuous improvement 
philosophies used by operations teams in factories and plants will always 
be important. These methods have benefited companies as they pushed 
for operational excellence. However, to achieve the balance between 
efficiency and resiliency while remaining competitive, leading 
manufacturers are now focused on data and connectivity. 5G will play an 
important role in meeting the high-speed, low-latency, and reliability 
requirements for resilient operations. 

Industry Definition and Core Attributes  
Manufacturers are product-centric organizations that can be segmented into two distinct groups:  

» Process manufacturers are responsible for products made by combining supplies, ingredients, and raw substances 
using formulas or recipes. Examples of these products include chemicals, metals, pulp and paper, consumer 
packaged goods (CPG), food and beverage (F&B), and life sciences. 

» Discrete manufacturers combine raw materials into finished products that are distinct items capable of being easily 
counted, touched, or seen. These include things such as automobiles, aerospace and defense (A&D) equipment, 
industrial machinery, electronics, and semiconductors (high tech). 

There are unique industries challenges and varying priorities across manufacturing segments, and it is critical to 
understand these differences. However, while there are many variables across value chains, segments, enterprises, and 
even individual locations within a company, all manufacturers can benefit by fostering data-driven decision making. 

The pace of change across manufacturing has accelerated rapidly in recent years.  
In response to this change, 5G has an emerging role in delivering resilient operations. 

KEY STAT 
40% of manufacturers believe they will have 
made enterprisewide investments in 5G by 
2024. 

KEY TAKEAWAY 
Competition has never been higher in 
manufacturing, and 5G will help 
organizations stay ahead by enabling  
new process innovations through more 
data-intensive applications. 

AT A GLANCE 
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Key Business Priorities  
Manufacturers are creating, gathering, and analyzing critical data throughout their operations to increase awareness of 
market changes and automate decision making. However, as the amount of available data has exploded, maximizing the 
value of the data has become even more of a challenge. Manufacturers realize that data-driven decision making is 
essential to remain competitive but are often held back by their network infrastructure to carry the extra demands for 
bandwidth, speed, and low latency required by this technology. New ways of utilizing mobile robots in production, 
autonomous vehicles in the transportation/logistics sectors, or augmented reality for service technicians — all of these 
applications place demands that would quickly push today's manufacturing networks to their limits. While still in the early 
stages of adoption, 5G is being considered by manufacturers to truly enable other technologies — such as analytics, 
artificial intelligence, augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR), and Internet of Things (IoT) — and manage the increased 
data traffic generated by new use cases (see Figure 1).  

FIGURE 1: Benefits 5G Can Bring to Manufacturers 
Q What do you think will be the most significant benefit of 5G to your current and planned IoT 

projects? 

 

n = 250 

Source: IDC's IoT Decision Maker Survey, July 2021 

 
The pace of change across manufacturing has accelerated rapidly in recent years. In response to this change, manufacturing IT 
leaders see their priorities shifting, with many of these new initiatives being cited repeatedly as having a role for 5G to play: 

» Increased focus on automation. Automation and the digitization of manual processes have long been the 
backbone of operational effectiveness for manufacturers. Automation is expected to continue expanding across 
manufacturing with environments such as warehouses, assembly, packing, and product handling standing out as 
focus areas. 5G can help provide faster data transmission, allowing for better optimization of production and 
operations. Greater automation from 5G can enable parts to be delivered in a more timely manner, improving 
efficiency and allowing completed products to be collected and delivered more effectively.  
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» Vision-based inspection. The use of machine vision to replace human eyes for measurement, detection, and control 
has been a rising priority for manufacturers. The importance of product quality and the cost of scrap/waste/rework 
make the use of visual-based inspection an ideal candidate for 5G. However, vision-based systems require intensive 
computing and complex application support to achieve meaningful insights from the analysis of still/moving images. 
Many vision-based systems are monitoring fast-paced processes, with a continual flow of images to be analyzed in 
order to identify issues in real time. The amount of data generated by vision systems and the speed at which these 
use cases are intended to operate mean that data processing capabilities and latency concerns are critical. The use of 
edge computing and 5G will allow for this near-real-time analysis to take place so that quality issues can be identified 
immediately and corrected. 

» Robotics/automated guided vehicles (AGVs)/cobots. Factories are continuing to increase robotic adoption in the 
kinds of tasks they already excel at today: repetitive, high-volume production activities. However, as robotic costs 
decrease — something 5G can accelerate by enabling the offload of compute to the cloud/network edge — and 
the complexity of tasks increases, manufacturers will be able to expand the use of AGVs and cobots that can work 
alongside workers across plants. Since 5G is wireless, the areas that can be automated with AGVs and cobots will 
increase, making it possible to further improve efficiency and reduce costs while keeping operations safe.  

» Remote monitoring/diagnostics of assets and processes. Asset management is a core aspect of connected factory 
operations, and transforming this process through remote monitoring, control, and predictive maintenance can 
serve as the foundation for operational resiliency. Many manufacturers still rely on aging infrastructure that makes 
managing assets more remotely and proactively a challenge; having real-time access to asset data is a critical first 
step. Asset tracking and remote monitoring are the manufacturing areas that are the most latency sensitive, and by 
utilizing 5G, those latency concerns can be addressed to ensure critical assets continue to run. When action is 
needed, employees can be sent out proactively to perform maintenance. Maintenance personnel can utilize 
augmented reality to conduct digitally guided repairs, ensuring fixes are made properly the first time. And if 
complex or unique issues arise in the repair process, the technician can collaborate with remote experts in  
real time to get additional assistance. 

» Workplace safety and lone worker protection. The hazardous nature of the manufacturing industry makes 
operational health and safety imperative. However, manufacturers face a growing talent gap, and many newer 
workers who are relied upon lack the knowledge/skills needed to perform their jobs effectively and safely. 
Connected devices can play an important role in facilitating a broad spectrum of safety improvements for 
manufacturers. These devices can be sensors on assets such as light curtains, video-based systems, or even 
wearables. The sensors can provide location-aware, safety systems that alert employees of hazardous 
environments or even remotely turn off an asset or processes to prevent incidents. 5G can provide more reliability 
and resiliency for these real-time alarms and notifications to reduce the risk of an adverse event. 5G's improved 
connection density will support greater use of sensors without overwhelming existing manufacturing networks. 
Additionally, higher-capacity connections with lower latency can drive greater use of real-time video analytics for 
employee monitoring and safety automation. 
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Considerations  
Manufacturers that are planning to incorporate 5G into their manufacturing environments need to keep in mind a number 
of factors, such as setting realistic timelines and developing and managing expectations about the ROI for stakeholders. 

Be Patient as 5G Matures 

Despite the clamor of consumer-focused marketing, 5G is still very nascent. The 5G coverage experience remains mixed 
across the different U.S. carriers; some have a stronger portfolio across all types of 5G, while others are focused on a 
high-performing piece of 5G that services only a limited footprint. Additionally, some carriers have deployed end-to-end 
5G, known as standalone 5G or SA 5G, while others are only using nonstandalone 5G (NSA 5G), which transmits signals 
via 5G while leveraging LTE infrastructure for the back-end networking. Further, 5G is a work in progress in its own right 
as the technical specifications behind 5G, particularly those that address ultra-reliable low latency for industrial IoT, as 
well as the much-heralded network slicing won't be finalized until June 2022. And those advanced, futuristic uses of 5G? 
Their viability and scalability hinge as much on 5G as they do on advances in ancillary technologies such as artificial 
intelligence, augmented reality, edge compute, and robotics. Some 5G use cases are here today, but others that will 
radically transform manufacturing operations are just emerging and will take time. In the interim, manufacturers can 
focus on the small steps to begin incorporating 5G. 

Avoid "Sunk Costs" Through Integration of 5G 

Connectivity is hardly a new concept for manufacturers. Assets have been wired for decades, and Wi-Fi is being increasingly 
accepted. But it is the stronger "wireless first" emphasis on the manufacturing floor is novel. This shift in mindset is possible 
only with the increased performance and greater reliability and consistency that 5G brings. At the same time, despite 5G's 
potential, few manufacturers will be willing to abandon prior connectivity investments to leap to 5G without a compelling ROI. 
Instead, the adoption and integration of 5G in manufacturing will follow a more deliberate migration curve to cellular in 
general, sometimes starting with a shift to LTE before proceeding to 5G. While many manufacturers are enthusiastic about the 
role of 5G in their digital transformation journey and beginning that journey in LTE may seem counterintuitive, manufacturing 
IT leaders need to contend with the fact that 5G is evolving. 5G-enabled IoT modules and sensors are in development, with 
pricing that reflects first-generation equipment. Additionally, the advanced 5G features that will drive advanced manufacturing 
use cases must still be finalized and are not expected to be commercialized until late 2022. The good news is that much of the 
current LTE radio and base station infrastructure is dual purpose and upgradeable to 5G via software upgrades. Utilizing 
software to upgrade instead of swapping out hardware avoids redundant capex spending, and when current LTE infrastructure 
is combined with a strategic, purposeful deployment of easily upgradeable hardware, 5G can serve to future proof the 
manufacturer as the shift to wireless accelerates and as new use cases for 5G in manufacturing emerge. 

Target 5G Uses to Drive Manufacturing Business Outcomes 

It is unrealistic to assume that the latest technology will immediately and consistently deliver improved margins and new 
revenues. 5G is no different. While there are many things that 5G can do in manufacturing, 5G cannot, and should not, be 
about buying the latest shiny thing. Investment in 5G must be a means to an end — with those ends being improved 
margins, increased efficiency, higher quality, and a safer workplace — and not the end itself. 5G-related spending will 
ultimately be judged by its ability to deliver a tangible outcome. To convince the C-suite and board members to support 
5G investments, IT departments and operations managers need to avoid the hyperbole of 5G and present compelling 
ROI use cases and detailed KPIs — developed in partnership with a 5G vendor — around the intended business 
outcomes in the manufacturing operation.  
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Balance Bespoke Versus Off-the-Shelf 5G Deployments 

The list of potential 5G use cases in manufacturing can read like the menu of an all-you-can-eat buffet. And the 
complexity and ease with which those use cases can be integrated into manufacturing operations will not be static.  
In time, many will become nearly plug and play. Conversely, some 5G uses, particularly those that service very finite, 
specific functions, may represent a more unique undertaking that requires varying degrees of customization or at least 
onsite configuration. "Customized" is often viewed as being more expensive. Being clear eyed about the intended 
metrics and ROI for 5G investment can help drive the decision tree and mitigate any concerns about the situational costs 
of specific 5G manufacturing applications.  

Plan for the 5G Long Game 

5G cannot simply be about buying the latest technology. Investment can and must 
deliver solutions to manufacturing pain points. With the nascent state of 5G, it is easy to 
become fixated on a single use case. But that limited approach severely restricts the 
value of 5G. Just as manufacturing's digital transformation is not focused on one 
operational aspect, and isn't happening overnight, the 5G experience in manufacturing 
will follow a similar arc, finding its place to evolve and enhance processes, safety 
protocols, and product innovation. Early investment in 5G connectivity throughout the 
manufacturing floor today will establish an innovation platform and development 
proving ground that makes it easier to explore emergent use cases while lessening the 
disruption to current operations. This will create road maps for addressing multiple pain 
points, both known today and yet to emerge. The experience with today's 5G will also 
provide insight that translates into easier deployments and integration in the future. 
Perhaps most important, 5G is part of an ongoing evolution of connectivity technology, 
and the deployment of its speed, latency, and connection attributes will aid in future 
proofing manufacturing operations for new technologies. Being patient and taking the  
"long view" are part of the strategic mindset that will maximize the manufacturing 
benefit from 5G spending. 

Takeaways  
The manufacturing environment is changing faster than ever before. Digital technologies have never been more critical 
as drivers for industry transformation, and companies of every size must embrace these tools. While 5G adoption in 
manufacturing is in its early stages, the potential impact remains high, which is why interest is growing. When combined 
with other innovation accelerators, 5G can enable manufacturing transformation, with its increased improved 
bandwidth, lower latency, and greater reliability to drive new efficiency gains and improve the decision-making process.  

 

Some 5G use cases 
are here today, but 
others that will 
radically transform 
manufacturing 
operations are just 
emerging and  
will take time.  
In the interim, 
manufacturers can 
focus on the small 
steps to begin 
incorporating 5G. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

T-Mobile is leading the 5G charge with a network built from the ground up for the next wave of innovation. We help 
manufacturing companies of all sizes get ready for the future of wireless and provide fast, reliable connectivity for their 
business and their mobile workforce. T-Mobile for Business is committed to helping you move your mission forward 
with products and services that close the digital divide and enhance your manufacturing operations — all with the 
dedicated, exceptional service you deserve. 

T-Mobile for Business has an ambitious vision for fueling innovation in manufacturing. To continue exploring 5G-fueled 
transformations across the manufacturing ecosystem, visit our industry webpage today. 
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